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Why a Generic Search?
Too much model guidance
 all types, signatures
 many parameters
 basically no data hints
→try to look everywhere...

survey of FNAL grad students:
what do you expect next?

Model blindness
 narrow searches
 discrepancies avoided
→all signatures are not covered

Is there a reasonable BG model which describes all highpt data?

Vista

A panoramic view of the bulk
of all kinematic distributions
of all highPt data

Sleuth
Examine the tails of the SumPt
distributions of all highPt
final states

Select the Data

ν

e

 Online triggers:
b
inclusive e, µ, γ, j
 Identify all highPt (Pt>17 GeV)
and isolated (<~1 GeV) objects:
j
τ
♦ electron (central and forward)
♦ muon (CMU and CMX)
♦ tau (1prong, central)
♦ photon (central and forward)
♦ jet ( |η|<2.5 )
♦ bjet (2ndry tag, central)
♦ MEt
 Offline, reduce the sample size :
electron>25 GeV OR photon>60 GeV
OR two lepton Et>17 GeV, OR jet > 200 GeV, etc

γ
µ

Generate the SM
 Sample definitions finely tuned
to keep the sizes manageable
 coordinated with offline triggers
 Generate most by MADEVENT
plus PYTHIA
 jets, γ, γγ, VV  PYTHIA
 V+jets from Mrennamatched
MADEVENT plus PYTHIA
 tt  HERWIG
 interactions of cosmic rays
model from from data
 Pass all through the full standard
CDF GEANT Simulation

Build Correction Model

true

 Correction categories:
♦ fake rates
(mis)Id
♦ efficiencies
e μ τ γ
♦ kfactors
2e3 0.02
e 0.66
0.51
 Constraints applied when available
μ
τ 0.02 0.01 0.04
♦ W NNLO xsec, etc.
0.03
0.68
γ
♦ CDF btag efficiency , etc.
j 1e4 1e5 3e3 3e4
♦ charge asymmetries
b 1e4 1e4 1e4 5e5
 Start with none, add as needed
♦ physically motivated
♦ unlikely to mask new physics
 Fit 44 parameters in all
to wide bins in η, Pt for all final states

The whole dataset is the control region
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Vista Results
 Vista produces final states
normalizations, and 16K
kinematic distributions
 sorted by discrepancy
 debugging proceeds by most
discrepant
 goal is to understand outliers,
not produce the best possible
background model
 reasonable agreement
virtually everywhere
Remaining effects on tails do
not hint at new physics

Agreements/Discrepancies

 W high S/N, stats agreement
 ej fakes agreement
 3j discrepancies significant,
but also difficult to rule out
the mundane (under investigation)
 other effects from intrinsic Kt

Vista to Sleuth
 Overall Vista shows excellent agreement in almost all areas
 few discrepancies unlikely to be due to new physics

Vista:
bulk yields,
kinematics

Sleuth:
highPt tails

Sleuth Overview
Method
♦ resort events in fewer final states
(eµ democracy, jets in pairs, ...)
♦ SumPt of objects in final state
♦ for each event, sum data and BG from
this event to infinity  select most discrepant
♦ correct for trials factor with miniMC
♦ find most discrepant final state, compute global discrepancy
Assumptions
♦ the new physics appears as excess on the tail  high mass
♦ the new physics appears mostly in one final state
Limitations
♦ optimized for a model matching assumptions very well
♦ not sensitive to small mass peaks like Higgs
♦ not sensitive to lowpt, like trileptons

Does this work?
WW  ll MEt normally

WW  ll MEt after removing WW

 it would discover WW
 reasonably sensitive to high mass Higgs
 not as sensitive to light Higgs as dedicated analysis
 would discover top in luminosity similar to Run I
 somewhat less sensitive to single top than dedicated analysis
 for 10 tests of new physics, it is similarly sensitive as dedicated
analysis, when the model meets Sleuth's assumptions

Sleuth Result
And the answer is ...
 the probability that the most discrepant
final state would be more discrepant
is 0.46  no significant excess
 927 pb 1
 does not prove no new physics

the most discrepant
final states 

Sleuth Most Discrepant

 Most discrepant final states
 Do not reveal hints of new physics
 are not statistically significant after
considering trials factors

CDF Vista/Sleuth Result
Vista
 scans 16K kinematic distributions
 debugging background estimate
 defines a 44 parameter correction model
 finds no discrepancies indicating new physics
Sleuth
 applies background model
 searches highSumPt tails
 is sensitive to many new physics models
 agreement in 72 final states  0.46 probability
The search continues
 dedicated searches continue
a discovery could pop up as soon as 2fb1
 similar search is underway at DØ
 value to LHC experiments...

Vista/Sleuth Family Tree
D0 Run I
 Phys Rev D 62, 092004, 2000
 Phys Rev D 62, 012004, 2001
 Phys Rev Lett 86, 3712, 2001
Vista@L1
 Performed
Vista@Aleph
 Performed
Sleuth@H1
 Phys. Lett. B 602: 1430, 2004
 Quaero performed
CDF Run II
 Just blessed → PRL, PRD
D0 Run II
 Vista/Sleuth underway

The LHC Generation
 Si Xie, Knuteson, Mrenna
 designing offline triggers

Vista/Sleuth @ LHC
Search tool
 LHC unknowns demand a tool to scan final states
 don't commit to a final state early on
 find the anomalies and attack them
Commissioning tool
 So far, Sleuth has only been an endgame, a final
tuning of background and data comparison
 early on all discrepancies will be problems
♦ presented in a organized way, ordered
♦ complete set  wonder about a plot? we got it.
♦ see where the background is coming from
 highlevel  compliments lowlevel work
Vista shows where the real physics problems are
 flows from commissioning into searching

Commissioning is Debugging
A Very Nice Overview
 can provide daily comparisons,
a continuous pointer to largest problems
daily “star count”
 typical problems found:
♦ increase granularity in fake rates
♦ adjust correction model
♦ fix oversights in simulation
♦ cosmics/beam halo
 targets physics results, not details
Now, the heavy lifting
 Vista can characterize the problem
 then someone has to drill down,
or find someone else to drill down ....
Vista is a plotting/stat/organizational tool  needs physicist expertise
and a project this size needs a critical mass

Global Studies
Vista gives you a global view of the data 
what is the value of the global aspect?
 extract luminosity
 intrinsic Kt for many final states
 X+jets for all X
 global MC parameters
 comparison of PDF's?
 αs?
Many nice incidental features
 fake rate dependence on
final state, Et, NJet, time, etc.
 compare Monte Carlo datasets
 compare production passes
 document the current state
 answer random questions quickly
 useful to check/compare to dedicated analyses

TurboSim
Working on this discrepancy
 Likely a showering problem
 little MC tuning since 90's
much expected for LHC era
need to test tunes, but
simulation time per event
is a very real problem
Turbocharge it!
 Examine ~10M of full sim events
 save parton recon
for each particle type, for Pt, η, φ
 allow lookup of N M
 result is ~1% precision, plenty
for most studies, and fast  10ms!
 plenty of other uses...

Finally
Vista
 gives a global view of the data
 pinpoints discrepancies in distributions
 finds problems in data and MC
 points to where to look for new physics in the bulk
 produces a tremendous amount of info on fakes, effs,
background composition
Sleuth
 examines Sumpt tails
 account for trials factors
 no new physics found in CDF data so far
Vista/Sleuth provide global, organized distributions and comparisons
which can be used for studies, commissioning, or searches

